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This document describes the interfaces between AMPS Payload No.(TBD)
and Spacelab. The characteristics specified herein are based on
the definition of Spacelab equipment and interfaces as of the date
of issue of this document or date of latest revision. This document
will be revised as necessary to maintain it current with the
Spacelab configuration. The interfaces specified herein cover the
AMPS physical, electrical, and thermal interfaces that are estab-
lished to prescribe the standard Spacelab confiuration required to
perform the mission of overriding document 2.1.(gb). If the con-
figuration definition covered by this document changes due to
change of Spacelab equipment model or serial numbers, then reidenti-
fication of the Labcraft payload by way of revision of this docu-




The current issues of the following documents are involved to the
extent necessary to specify AMPS equipment and Spacelab interfaces:
(a) ESTEC/MSFC SLP-2104 Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook
(b) GSFC XXX.XXXX Mission Support Requirements Document - AMPS
Flight TBD.
(c) GSFC XXX.XXXX AMPS/Orbiter Interface Control Document.
In the event of conflidt-1 among these documents, 2.1(a) shall have
precedence regarding Spacelab interfaces. Document 2.1(c) shall
have precedence regarding Orbiter interfaces.
2. 2 	 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
2.2.1
	
Program level documents. TBD.
2.2.2	 Labcraft system requirements. TBD.
3.	 INTERFACES
3.1	 PHYSICAL INTERFACES
3.1.1	 Total payload interfaces. The Spacelab/AMPS payloads
PEY—sical characteristics are given on Figure 3.1.1-1.
Sheet 1 - shows total payload (Spacelab plus AMPS
equipment) installed in the Orbiter payload bay;
shows location of units, Orbiter hardpoints used,
the center-of-gravity location for the total payload
the location of utility bridges, and other key
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Figure 3.1.1-1 (Continued)
Sheet 2 a summary flight manifest identifying major
payload components, their weight, and their center-of-
gravity locations.,
Sheet 3 - a listing of mission expendable and selected
mass properties.
Sheet 4 - a listing of optional Orbiter equipment plus
weight and center-of-gravity locations.
Sheet 5 - a listing of the top drawings defining the con-
figured payload — should have the same headings as
sheet 2.
Sheet 6 - a description of the physical routing of all
cables used to interconnect the major payload components.
Some mothod of tabulating this routing may be preferable
to a drawing and that is the technique suggested. The
idea is to define every end point and the routing of
lines and cables by means of a coordinate system. Tie-
downs and thermal shielding or other cable protection
would be indicated on the table.
3.1.2	 Pallet interfaces.
3.1.2.1 Pallet segment No. l interfaces. The physical interfaces
between the forward pallet segment, pallet segment No. 1,
and the AMPS equipment to be mounted are described on
Figure 3.1.2-1.
Sheet 1 - a drawing showing the preparation/staging of
the pallet including hole patterns to be drilled, MDE
equipment installation, and hardpoints to be used.
Sheet 2 - a manifest of all equipment installed on the
pallet plus the pallet itself.
Sheet 3 a description of the physical routing of cables
and utility lines on the pallet plus appropriate
notations.
3.1.2.2 Pallet segment No. 2 interfaces. The physical interfaces
between forward pallet segment, pallet segment No. 2, and
the AMPS equipment to be mounted are described in
Figure (180) (similar to Figure 3.1.2-1).
Sheet 1 - a drawing showing the preparation/staging of
the pallet including hole patterns to be drilled,_MDE
equipment installation, and hardpoints to be used.
Sheet 2	 a manifest of all equipment installed on the
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Figure 3.1.2-1 (Continued)
Sheet 3 - a description of the physical routing of cables
and utility lines on the pallet plus appropriate
notations.
3.1.2.3 Pallet segment No. 3 interfaces. The physical interfaces
between forward pallet segment, pallet segment No. 3, and	 }
the AMPS equipment to be mounted are described in
	 i
Figure (TBD) (similar to Figure 3.1.2-1).
Sheet 1 - a drawing showing the preparation/staging of
the pallet including hole patterns to be drilled, MDE
equipment installation, and hardpoints to be used.
Sheet 2 - a manifest of all equipment installed on the
pallet plus the pallet itself.
Sheet 3 - a description of the physical routing of cables
and utility lines on the pallet plus appropriate
notations.
3.1.3	 Module layout. The interfaces between the Spacelab module
and the AMPS payload are given on Figure 3.1.3-1.
Sheet 1	 drawings of the panel layouts plus planned
usage of other module volume. Also may include a
layout of a more detailed description of the aft
feedthrough connector.
Sheet 2 - a manifest of the equipment in the moduli:
including identification of the model and serial number
of key items (e.g., the module itself).
Sheet 3 - a description of the physical routing of
cabling and utility lines within the module plus
appropriate notes describing the characteristics,
handling, installation, or treatment of lines and
cables.
Sheet 4	 Drawings and/or descriptions of any special
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i 3.2.1	 .Payload schematics.
1
3.2.1.1 Electric power schematic. The electrical power interface
schematic for this payload is given on Figure 3.2.1-1.
3.2.1.2 Communication and data handling schematic. The communica-
tion and data handling interface schematic for this payload
`	 is given on Figure 3.2.1-2. 4
3.2.1.3 Caution and warning schematic. The caution and warning
	 !
interface schematic for this payload is given on Figure
3.2.1-3.
3.2.2	 Payload
 power/mode requirements. The AMPS payload shall
require power from the Spacelab EPDS in accordance with the





	 Cable identification and wire lists. All cables and their
associated wire lists for the AMPS payload that inner-






Insulation blankets. The AMPS payload requires the
installation of multilayer insulation blankets on the
Spacelab module and on all pallets as illustrated in




Cold plates. Figure 3.3.1-5 shows the location and inter-
connection of all Spacelab TCS coldplates, the maximum
average load and peak temperature imposed on each cold
plate plus a table showing several representative flight




Heater power. Table III.III.III-1 identifies active
heating elements required to maintain payload thermal
control and shows those elements that may requires power
during ascent or prior to Spacelab activation.
	
3.4
	 SOFTWARE., Payload and Spacelab software will be compiled on a
certified flight tape which will include the following:
(a) Spacelab subsystem operating software
(b) Experiment-CDMS operating software
ii	 (c) Experiment application programs
r
(d) Other (TBD)
The flight tape will be installed in the Spacelab CDMS mass memory
during level III/II integration and will be used in all subsequent
k
	
	 checkout operations. Two spare copies of the certified flight tape
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Table III.II.II-1. AMPS Payload No.
Flight Power/Mode Analysis
MODE MODE MODE _ MODE1 2 3 N
EPDB PAYLOAD PAYLOAD EXPERIMENT AYLOAD
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TOTALS LVI II I I I
MODE DEFINITIONS
MODE AMPS MISSIONDEPENDENT ACTIVITY ORBITER NOTESNO. EQUIPMENT DURATION ATTITUDEEQUIPMENT
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B. SIGNAL AND CONTROL
B.1 DIGITAL
FUNCTION WIRE WIRE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE
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Figure 3.3.1-3.	 2 Thermal	 Figure 3.3.1-4. Pallet No. 3 Thermal
	
qle
t Installation	 Blanket Installation
 III.III.III-1. Active Thermal Elements
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